We investigate the quantum many-body instabilities of the extended Hubbard model for spinless fermions on the honeycomb lattice with repulsive nearest-neighbor and 2nd nearest-neighbor densitydensity interactions. Recent exact diagonalization and infinite density matrix renormalization group results suggest that a putative topological Mott insulator phase driven by the 2nd nearest-neighbor repulsion is suppressed, while other numerically exact approaches support the topological Mott insulator scenario. In the present work, we employ the functional renormalization group (fRG) for correlated fermionic systems. Our fRG results hint at a strong suppression of the scattering processes stabilizing the topological Mott insulator. From analyzing the effects of fermionic fluctuations, we obtain a phase diagram which is the result of the competition of various charge ordering instabilities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The extended Hubbard model for spinless fermions at half-filling is possibly the simplest itinerant fermion model with interactions to be put on the honeycomb lattice. Yet, it features interesting interaction driven effects as, e.g., the possible realization of an interaction induced topological Mott insulator 1 with a symmetry-protected chiral edge state.
The effect of a repulsive nearest-neighbor interaction V 1 is comparatively well-understood: Beyond a critical coupling strength V 1 destabilizes the semi-metallic regime and the system undergoes a direct and continuous strong coupling quantum phase transition (QPT) to a fully gapped charge-density wave state (CDW). The critical exponents [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] obtained for this quantum critical point (QCP) show that it falls into the Gross-Neveu 7, 8 universality class † . The QPT corresponding to CDW order was investigated by a variety of methods, ranging from a Dyson-Schwinger equation based analysis 12 to non-perturbative renormalization group calculations [4] [5] [6] and recent Quantum Monte Carlo 13 and newly developed Majorana Quantum Monte Carlo simulations 14, 15 . Considering only a repulsive 2nd nearest-neighbor interaction V 2 , the situation presently appears to be far from clear. Previous mean-field theories 1,16-18 found a direct and continuous, strong coupling QPT into a symmetry broken phase with a complex bond-order (BO) parameter χ ij , where ij denotes a 2nd nearest-neighbor † We note that the critical exponents of Gross-Neveu type quantum field theories depend in fact on flavor number and also the number of spinor components. Here, we are dealing with two flavors of 4-component Dirac fermions, corresponding to a reducible representation of the Dirac algebra in 2+1 spacetime dimensions. This universality class is also referred to as Gross-Neveu-Yukawa with Z 2 order parameter or chiral Ising universality class [9] [10] [11] .
pair. On a mean-field level, a finite dimerization χ ij on a 2nd nearest-neighbor bond renormalizes the bare hopping matrix and breaks inversion symmetry P (real part of χ ij ) and/or time-reversal symmetry T (imaginary part of χ ij ). It was found 1 that the mean-field ground-state energy is minimized by the solution breaking time-reversal symmetry only. This peculiar state would be an interaction induced realization of the Haldane model 19 . The latter is a topologically non-trivial model for non-interacting spinless fermions on the honeycomb with nearest and 2nd nearest-neighbor hopping. The breaking of time-reversal symmetry is due to a particular flux configuration, which does not, however, correspond to a finite homogeneous magnetic field penetrating the system. The two band model features Chern numbers ±1 and, correspondingly, for a full bulk gap a quantized Hall conductivity, which is carried by a gapless chiral edge state at the sample boundary. This state is therefore referred to as a quantum anomalous Hall state: it is characterized by a topologically protected chiral edge state, but as opposed to the integer quantum Hall state, does not require a net magnetic flux through the sample. In the sense of the Altland-Zirnbauer classification of topological insulators and topological superconductors, the Haldane model falls into the unitary symmetry class A 20 . Therefore, in Ref. 1, the mean-field state for the interacting spinless fermion model on the honeycomb lattice was dubbed topological Mott insulator.
Numerical studies of spinless fermions on the honeycomb and the spinless π-flux model on the square lattice report the absence of an interaction induced quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) phase. In Refs. 21-24 the observation of a direct transition from the semi-metallic (SM) phase to a modulated charge density wave phase driven by repulsive 2nd nearest neighbor density-density interaction was reported. In this work, we follow Ref. 25, 26 and call this particular type of modulated charge density wave phase a three-sublattice charge density wave, arXiv:1507.08123v3 [cond-mat.str-el] 12 Aug 2015 CDW 3 for short * . In Ref. 22 , the authors infer from cluster perturbation theory that while QAH correlations exist for small clusters, the QAH state ceases to be the ground-state for increasing cluster size. The lack of a long-range ordered QAH state is further attributed to the vanishing density of states at half-filling, which leads to an insufficient energy-gain from the formation of a QAH dimerization pattern. Another exact diagonalization study 27 finds an intermittent Kekulé dimerization phase, sandwiched between SM and modulated charge density phase, but with the QAH state also completely squeezed out of the phase diagram. The Kekulé dimerization phase was recently corroborated beyond mean-field theory in the strong-coupling regime by ED studies on large clusters 23 and infinite density matrix renormalization group (iDMRG) 24 . These works further revealed charge-ordered ground-states not seen in previous meanfield phase diagrams.
These results represent drastic revisions of the meanfield phase diagrams 1, [16] [17] [18] for spinless fermions at halffilling with Dirac-type low-energy excitations. These findings might further indicate the presence of strong fermionic and possibly collective bosonic quantum fluctuations close to the would-be transition from the semimetallic state to the QAH state. The precise nature of these strong quantum fluctuations, however, remains somewhat elusive. The SM to QAH mean-field transition does not break a continuous symmetry 1 , ruling out the reduction of possible ordering tendencies in a given channel due to the backaction of gapless collective degrees of freedom. But the ground-state reported by exact diagonalization for V 1 = 0, V 2 > 0 comes with a huge degeneracy in the classical limit. On the quantum level, there is, however, only a small finite subset of degenerate ground states with different charge arrangements. Since only discrete symmetries are broken, also in the case of the CDW 3 , we do not expect a strong influence of collective fluctuations.
We note, however, that other numerically exact and variational approaches employed in Ref. 28 do find support for the interaction induced QAH state. The differences between Refs. 21,22 and 28 concern system sizes and boundary conditions: periodic 21, 22 vs. open 28 . In our functional renormalization group approach to the problem, we work with an infinite system with periodic boundary conditions.
In the following, we will present our results obtained within the functional renormalization group (fRG) framework for correlated fermions. One of our main results in the present work is that the unbiased inclusion of fermionic fluctuations with a refined resolution of momentum space is sufficient, to obtain the CDW 3 with a finite wavevector transfer Q as the leading instability * Note that in Refs. 18,21-24,27 the abbreviation for this chargemodulated insulating state is CM(s). from our renormalization group flows, as the interaction strength V 2 is increased to destabilize the semi-metal. We thus provide further evidence that the sought after topological Mott insulator phase for spinless fermions on the honeycomb is destroyed by competing fermionic fluctuations in the particle-hole channel, and is replaced by a fully gapped, charge-ordered state with an enlarged unit cell. We further investigate the phase diagram for both
The present paper is structured as follows. In Sect. II, we introduce the Hamiltonian for spinless fermions on the honeycomb lattice with repulsive nearest and 2nd nearest-neighbor interactions. In Sect. III, we recap the essentials of the fRG method we employ to analyze the phase diagram of the model. In Sect. IV, we present our results for the phase diagram, as the strengths of both nearest and 2nd nearest-neighbor interactions are varied. Sect. V is devoted to a detailed investigation of the relevant scattering processes which lead to a suppression of the QAH instability and ultimately favor ordering tendencies corresponding to a charge modulated ground state (CDW 3 ).
II. THE MODEL
The Hamiltonian H of the spinless fermion model on the honeycomb is decomposed into a hopping part, H 0 , and an interaction part H int ,
(1) † i creates a spinless fermion at lattice site i. The symbol i,j denotes a sum over nearestneighbor pairs of lattice sites connected by the vectors δ i , i = 1, 2, 3, where each pair is counted only once. Analogously, i,j denotes a sum over 2nd nearest-neighbor pairs connected by the vectors ∆ i , i = 1, . . . , 6, where again each pair is counted only once. See Fig. 1 for a depiction of the lattice geometry.
Due to the two sublattices with inequivalent nearestneighbor sites, the hopping Hamiltonian gives rise to a two-band model. The half-filling condition, which we will enforce througout the rest of the paper, simply translates to a vanishing chemical potential, µ = 0. For vanishing interactions, the simple nearest-neighbor hopping leads to a band structure analogous to that of the tightbinding model for graphene. The Fermi energy is poised at the Dirac points K, K . The fermionic low-energy excitations feature a linear dispersion around these highsymmetry points in the Brillouin zone, cf. Fig. 1 , where the valence and conduction bands touch. Correspondingly, the non-interacting single-particle density of states vanishes, as the energy of the non-interacting fermionic degrees of freedom approaches the Fermi energy. Without interactions, the model can be understood as a semi-metal. The vanishing of the non-interacting singleparticle density of states renders the semi-metallic state stable with respect to correlation effects, such as the opening of a gap in the single-particle spectral function, or possible symmetry breaking quantum phase transitions.
We note that for spinless fermions, the half-filling condition implies one fermion per 2-atom unit cell. The interaction induced quantum anomalous Hall state characterized by a complex bond-order field χ ij = c † i c j is described in good detail in Ref. 1 .
III. FUNCTIONAL RENORMALIZATION GROUP ESSENTIALS
In this work, we employ a functional renormalization group approach for the one-particle-irreducible (1PI) vertices 29 with an energy cutoff. For recent reviews on the fRG method, see Refs. 30-32. The fRG calculation is most economically performed in the band-basis, which diagonalizes the quadratic part H 0 of the fermion Hamiltonian. The fRG equations can be derived from the functional integral representation of the fermionic partition function. The corresponding Matsubara action of the model Eq. (1) can be compactly written as
In the band representation, where the fermion fields correspond to the eigenstates of the hopping Hamiltonian, the bilinear part becomes
where k = (iω n , k) and the fermion fields are labeled by the band index b = v, c (v: valence, c: conduction band).
The properly antisymmetrized coupling function
is obtained from the interaction Hamiltonian Eq. (3) by substituting operators by Grassmann fields and going from the tight-binding representation to the band-representation. In the process, the coupling function picks up an additional momentum dependence -so-called orbital make-up (see e.g. Ref. 34 ) -due to the non-trivial sublattice structure of the hopping Hamiltonian. The frequency dependence is simple and just encodes the Matsubara frequency conservation of the instantaneous interaction. In the 1PI fRG-scheme, an infrared regulator with energy scale Λ regularizes the bilinear contribution of the bare action in the functional integral. The regularized bare propagator replaces the bare propagator according to
The cutoff function is designed to suppress the modes with absolute value of band energy | b ( k)| below the scale 
The figure illustrates the discretization scheme for the momentum dependence for the external legs of the vertex function in the first Brillouin zone for a total of N = 144 patch points (blue points). The momenta k1, k2, k3 are projected onto the patch points, denoted by π( k). These are chosen to lie on patch rings around the K, K points. We refer to the patch ring closest to K or K as the first patch ring, the next largest radius corresponds to the second patch ring, and so on. See Appendix B for details of the projection scheme. Due to translation invariance, the fourth momentum k4 is projected onto the patch point dictated by momentum conservation. We evaluate the flow equations Eq. (9) for the projected vertex function V Λ (π( k1), π( k2), π( k3), π( k4)). The scale-resolved loop integrations are discretized along the blue lines emanating from the K, K points in radial direction. For clarity, we only enumerate the 36 patch points closest to the K, K points. The patch rings further away from the K, K points are labeled analogously.
Λ,
We chose a smoothed step function Θ ε , where the width of the step is characterized by a softening parameter ε. The modified scale-dependent propagator G Λ 0 gives rise to a modified bare action. Performing the functional integral yields the effective action Γ Λ , cf. Refs. 29,31,33, which serves as a generating functional of scale-dependent 1PI vertex functions.
By acting with d/dΛ on Γ Λ , one obtains an infinite hierarchy of coupled flow equations for the 1PI vertex functions, in close analogy to the infinite tower of coupled Dyson-Schwinger equations. Integrating the flow down from some initial scale Λ 0 we smoothly interpolate between the bare action and the effective action at energy Λ. Correspondingly, we obtain the 1PI vertices of the effective action at scale Λ. The resulting flow equations are valid for systems with U (1) charge symmetry. Their recent use enabled insights into correlated electron systems without spin-rotational symmetry, such as correlated electron systems in the spin-orbit regime 35, 36 or in the presence of magnetic order 37 . Here, we limit ourselves to the rather successful standard truncation of the infinite tower of differential equations, suited for analyzing instabilities in correlated fermion systems. We keep only the flow of the static 4-point vertex, i.e., the effective instantaneous interaction V Λ . We neglect both self-energy feedback and the flow of higher-order vertices which are generated upon running the mode elimination procedure by integrating the flow equations. We will further justify this truncation in Sect. VI.
The flow of the 4-point vertex is given by
where the particle-particle bubble φ pp and the crossed and direct particle-hole bubbles φ ph,cr and φ ph,d , respectively, are understood as bilinear functionals of the scaledependent vertex function V Λ . Fig. 2 shows
The renormalization of the vertex function obtained by solving Eq. (9) numerically within a so-called patching scheme yields valuable information about the lowenergy properties of the model in question and indicates instabilities of metallic or semi-metallic phases towards symmetry-broken ground-states by a flow to strong coupling. The details of the patching discretization can be found in Fig. 3 and Appendix B.
From the evolving pronounced momentum structure one can then infer the leading ordering tendencies. Since we find that the occurring instabilities are most easily interpreted in terms of the sublattice basis, after running the fRG flow, we finally transform the vertex function from the band to the sublattice basis, with the sublattice index o = A, B.
IV. INSTABILITY ANALYSIS
We solve the fRG flow Eq. (9) for the effective interaction V Λ numerically, within the approximations described in Sect. III. We sweep through values of the couplings V 1 and V 2 in the parameter range V 1 /t, V 2 /t ∈ [0, 4]. We note, however, that in the region in parameter space where either V 1 2t or V 2 2t, the largest component of the vertex function fulfills max V
Λ0
2D with the bandwidth D = 6t. In this region, our weak coupling truncation of the fRG hierarchy is rendered unreliable.
In the case of a flow to strong coupling, only certain components of the momentum dependent vertex will diverge. The divergent momentum pattern, along with the corresponding sublattice configurations of the vertex function, yield an effective interaction functional. This in turn can be translated into an effective low-energy Hamiltonian, due to the static approximation for the vertex function. From the mean-field ground-state of the effective Hamiltonian, we obtain a tentative phase diagram for the spinless fermion model on the honeycomb in the FIG. 4 : Phase diagram for spinless fermions on the honeycomb lattice at half-filling in the plane of repulsive nearestneighbor and 2nd nearest-neighbor density-density interactions V1 and V2, respectively. The results were obtained with a N = 144 patching-scheme, see Fig. 3 . The leading instability for V1 = 0, V2 > V2,c is the three-sublattice charge density wave (CDW3). For V1 > V1,c, V2 = 0, the leading instability is the conventional charge density wave (CDW) with charge imbalance between the A and B sublattices. The semi-metallic (SM) state shows an extended region of stability. The color-scale corresponds to the critical scales Λc in units of the nearest-neighbor hopping t. For very large interactions, the quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) instability emerges in the phase diagram. This might be an artefact due to the breakdown of the weak coupling approximation. In the region marked with N/A, where the three different charge ordering instabilities meet, we observe strong K-K scattering. A clear identification of the leading instability is this region was, however, not possible.
(V 1 , V 2 ) parameter space. Our results are collected in the phase diagram depicted in Fig. 4 , along with estimates for the typical energy scales, where long-range order starts building up. These are inferred from the renormalization group scale where the vertex starts to diverge. We denote the corresponding critical scale as Λ c . The values for Λ c can be regarded as estimates for critical temperatures.
Semi-metallic region. We find an extended region of stability for the semi-metallic state. In this regime, the flow remains regular and no signs of a flow to strong coupling appear. Beyond certain values of V 1 , V 2 , the semi-metallic state shows instabilities in the particle-hole channel toward various charge-ordered states.
CDW instability. Let us consider the case V 2 = 0 first. Beyond a critical coupling V 1,c /t ≈ 0.6, the SM state is destabilized, and we encounter a CDW instability. The diverging momentum structure for the patch-points closest to K, K is depicted in the upper row of Fig. 5 . The CDW instability is driven by scattering of states with zero momentum transfer. There is no modulation of the scattering amplitude, as the momentum values of the incoming and outgoing states sweep through the representative patch momenta. The effective interaction Hamil- ABBA . The patch number of the patch momentum π( k1) is on the vertical, the patch number of π( k2) on the horizontal axis, while π( k3) is fixed to the second patch (see. Fig. 3 ). For clarity, we only display the vertex for the 36 patches closest to the K, K points. The divergent momentum structure can be translated to an effective Hamiltonian Eq. (10) favoring a CDW ground state. Lower panel: Vertex structure in sublattice representation for divergent CDW3 correlations for V1 = 0, V2 = 1.2t at the critical scale Λc = 0.70t computed in N = 144 patching scheme as depicted in Fig. 3 , with the same conventions as above. The divergent momentum structure corresponds to enhanced scattering between fermions with a momentum transfer Q ≈ K − K . This translates to the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (11) with a CDW3 ground state. The faint checkerboard-like pattern in the background resembles the initial condition of the vertex function. During a portion of the flow, this pattern is also enhanced as a whole.
tonian close to the CDW instability extracted from the numerical data for the renormalized vertex reads . Since the effective lowenergy Hamiltonian (unintegrated part of valence and conduction bands + effective interaction) conserves particle number, the resulting ground-state will have either the A or B sublattice occupied/empty. This corresponds to the spontaneous breaking of the discrete sublattice symmetry, see Fig. 6 for the resulting sublattice occu-pation. We note that the diverging momentum pattern with momenta on the 1st patch rings closest to the K, K points appears slightly blurred, because in our discretization the K-K scattering is represented by all momenta on the first patch rings. The momentum pattern on higher patch rings, however, becomes very sharp.
CDW 3 instability. We now consider the case V 1 = 0. For strong 2nd neighbor coupling, the semi-metallic state turns unstable at a critical coupling of V 2,c ≈ 1.0t. It does not, however, correspond to a QAH instability, as one would expect based on previous mean-field results 1, [16] [17] [18] . The emerging instability has a rather peculiar momentum structure. We show the diverging momentum structure in the lower row of Fig. 5 . Also here, the momentum structure for momenta on patch-rings further away from the K, K points is very sharp. We find a striking Q = 0 signature, indicating the tendency toward the formation of unit-cell enlarging order. The intra-sublattice component V Λc AAAA of the interaction vertex, for example, is dominated by outgoing momenta k 1 , k 2 = k 3 + Q (vertical feature) and k 1 = k 3 + Q, k 2 (horizontal feature). This, and also the intermittent amplitude of the interaction vertex along these features, correspond to enhanced K-K scattering with a momentum transfer of Q ≈ K − K . With the same definitions as above, we extract the effective interaction Hamiltonian as
Upon transforming to real space, one arrives again at an infinitely ranged interaction. But in the present case, the amplitude shows a modulation with the wavevector Q. An analogous effective interaction was already obtained for an extended Hubbard model on honeycomb bi-and trilayers 25, 26, 38 . Since the interaction in Eq. (11) factorizes into a product of fermion bilinears N Q and is infinitely ranged, mean-field theory is expected to yield reasonably accurate information about the ground-state. It turns out that in self-consistent mean-field approach, the energy is minimized by a finite complex order parameter N Q = o ∆ o e iα , described by its amplitude ∆ o and phase α. As observed already in Ref. 25 , this gives rise to a density modulation ∼ cos Q · R + α on the honeycomb lattice, and a concomitant 6-atom unit cell, cf. Fig. 6 . This implies that each sublattice A, B is broken up into three new sublattices A 1 , A 2 , A 3 and B 1 , B 2 , B 3 . For this reason, the notion of a CDW 3 was coined in Ref. 25 for this three-sublattice charge-density wave. The phase parameter α describes the redistribution of charge in each of the emergent sublattices, while the average remains constant upon changing α. The groundstate energy is minimized for α = nπ/3 with n integer. A state with N Q = 0 and α = nπ/3 opens a charge gap, in agreement with previous results 18, 22, 27 . We note, however, that not only the components of the vertex function with momenta close to the K, K points White circles denote lattice sites with decreased density, while black circles correspond to sites with increased density. The radius is a measure for the local deviation from the average charge density. Left: The conventional CDW pattern preferring the occupation of e.g. the B sublattice. Right: An example of a CDW3 pattern with α = π/3. Around one plaquette of the honeycomb, the charge modulation on each site differs, corresponding to the breaking of each sublattice into three new sublattices. Looking at the plaquette in the lower right corner, in counter clockwise direction, we obtain a charge modulation of (−δ, +δ, −δ, +δ, −∆, +∆), where δ and ∆ refer to the local charge imbalance and ∆ > δ.
flow to large values. Also the momenta further away from the BZ corners grow during the flow, and show strong Q = 0 signatures. In fact, we find that the inclusion of these momenta is crucial in obtaining the CDW 3 as the leading instability close to the semi-metallic regime.
The QAH instability and its Hamiltonian will be discussed in Sect. V. We note that for very large V 2 , we observe flows with both strong CDW 3 and QAH signatures. For increasing V 2 , the QAH features will eventually dominate, at least on the first and second patch ring. Since the fRG in the present truncation is a weakcoupling method, the appearance of the QAH instability in this parameter regime is possibly an artefact of the breakdown of the weak-coupling approximation.
V. SUPPRESSION OF INTERACTION INDUCED TOPOLOGICAL INSULATOR PHASE
Within previous standard patching schemes for the analysis of Fermi surface instabilities 31 in correlated fermion systems, the momentum dependence of the vertex function was typically projected to patch momenta located on the Fermi surface. For nodal fermionic systems, where the non-interacting degrees of freedom are characterized by a vanishing density of states at the Fermi level, this approximation might not capture all relevant contributions to the renormalization of the interaction vertex. In the following, we restrict our attention to
For the spinless fermion model on the honeycomb lattice, the simplest patching scheme resolves only the momenta closest to the K, K points, i.e., only the first patch ring is taken into account, cf. Fig. 3 . This scheme resolves the non-trivial angular dependence of orbital make-up, but neglects the radial momentum dependence of the vertex function away from the K, K points. Running the fRG flow (with e.g. N = 36 patches), we obtain a momentum signature as depicted in Fig. 7 . The effective interaction Hamiltonian turns out as
with the operator
c o, k and a form fac-
The variational ground-state of the Hamiltonian Eq. (12) is given by a purely imaginary S o f, q=0 . Moving to real space, this corresponds to a finite, purely imaginary dimerization amplitude χ ij on 2nd neighbor bonds, i.e., the QAH state.
Within this approximation to the vertex, the CDW 3 can be identified as a subleading momentum pattern for certain values of V 2 close to V 2,c . To analyze the effect of shifting the patch momenta to higher patch rings further away from the K, K points (cf. Fig. 3 ) on the approximation, we keep N = 36 patches, but move the position of the representative patch momenta closer to the Γ point and run the fRG flow for the vertex function projected onto the new set of patch momenta. The critical scales as a function of V 2 corresponding to these (arguably unphysical approximations) are collected in Fig. 8 . We observe that as we move the representative momenta to higher patch rings, the critical scales tend to move down, and correspondingly, the value of the critical coupling shifts to larger values. Eventually, the CDW 3 takes over the QAH instability in the full range of V 2 values, as we project the momentum dependence of the vertex on the third patch ring (counting from the BZ corners).
Including all N = 144 patch momenta correpsonding to our best momentum resolution as depicted in Fig. 3 , we obtain the blue curve in Fig. 8 for the critical scales. The CDW 3 is found as the leading instability Fig. 3) entering the approximation. The dashing indicates, when the QAH takes over the CDW3 as the leading instability. While the patching with only the second patch ring is susceptible to detecting the CDW3 in a small parameter range, the patching with the third patch ring only yields the CDW3 over the full parameter range. The fourth patch ring yields higher critical scales than the third again, indicating the importance of momenta further away from the BZ corners. Blue curve: Critical scales Λc/t as a function of V2/t for V1 = 0 within the N = 144 patching scheme with all momentum configurations of the vertex coupled to each other. Apparently, the blue curve is a compromise of the critical scales obtained with the one-patch-ring approximation.
for V 2 < 3.4t. It is justified to say that by including momentum configurations with external legs on any of the patch rings, and allowing all configurations to talk to each other, the QAH instability is in fact suppressed over a large portion of parameter space. This is further evidenced by the fact that upon inclusion of all patch rings, the critical scales actually move down, compared to the approximations involving only a single patch ring. If no suppression of the QAH signature were at work, it would simply diverge, even before the CDW 3 signature has cascaded down from the highest to the lowest patch ring.
We further checked our results within another discretization scheme, which resolves also momenta close to the Γ point. We find the same qualitative behaviour, and only small quantitative corrections in the value of the critical coupling to larger and the critical scales to smaller values.
We note that the CDW instability remains largely unaffected upon changing the resolution of our discretization.
VI. CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION
We have to investigated the phase diagram of spinless fermions on the honeycomb lattice at half-filling with repulsive nearest and 2nd nearest-neighbor interactions by the functional renormalization group. The fRG represents a modern implementation of the Wilsonian renormalization group idea of successively eliminating highenergy degrees of freedom, while tracking the evolution of effective couplings in the effective low-energy theory. We compute the flow of the momentum-dependent effective interaction (4-point vertex) without self-energy feedback. This corresponds to an unbiased resummation of 1-loop diagrams in both particle-particle and particle-hole channels contributing to the effective interaction. Performing an instability analysis, we find CDW and CDW 3 instabilities and a suppression of the QAH topological Mott insulator.
Our fRG approach is a suitable tool for the purpose of checking the ground-state manifold of the model for the presence/absence of the QAH phase in the parameter regime where max V Λ0 2D holds for the following reasons. (i) While mean-field theories with extended unit cells 18,21 detect both QAH and modulated CDW phases, the absence of QAH in other mean-field calculations and in particular exact diagonalization 22, 23, 27 and iDMRG 24 points to a competing instability scenario. The fRG, and in particular the 'working-horse' truncation described in Sect. III, was shown to capture the competition of different ordering tendencies for low-dimensional fermion models 31 quite reliably.
(ii) Dropping self-energy feedback and the flow of the 6-point vertex and higher order vertex functions seems justified for the purpose we have in mind, as long as the coupling V 2 remains sufficiently small. While a partial inclusion of higher-order flowdiagrams in the flow of the effective interaction captures the effect of collective fluctuations, this kind of truncation is only necessary, when one is after realistic gap sizes and critical temperatures or an accurate description of critical behavior in proximity to a QCP with gapless collective excitations. As mentioned already above, in the present case, the instability in question (QAH) corresponds to breaking of a discrete symmetry, i.e., collective fluctuation effects are expected to play a minor role for the competition of QAH and modulated CDW instabilities. Thus, the truncation described in Sect. III should suffice to correctly identify the fermionic fluctuations driving the system critical.
In summary, we presented strong evidence for the presence of a direct transition from the SM to the CDW 3 , without an intervening topological Mott insulator state. For very large V 2 , however, from our fRG results we cannot rule out that the QAH phase may be stable. Since several numerical approaches [21] [22] [23] [24] yield phase diagrams without any sign of a QAH phase, the dominance of the QAH instability over the CDW 3 in our fRG flows for very large couplings is most probably caused by the failure of our truncation to capture strong-coupling effects. As the bare interaction strengths grow larger, the relevant physics can be captured by an Ising-type model 23, 24 , where the hopping acts as a perturbation. At stronger coupling, a real-space formulation of the fRG, similar in spirit to spin-fRG 39 , could provide a more reliable starting point in obtaining an accurate phase diagram in the strong coupling regime, than our present formulation based on itinerant degrees of freedom. Further, our weak coupling study did not detect any signs of a Kekulé bond-order instability or charge-order instabilities with quadrupled unit cells as reported in Refs. 23,24 in the parameter range considered. Within the weak-coupling regime of the model, we find qualitative agreement with recent numerical studies [21] [22] [23] [24] . Some other interesting questions also cannot be easily accessed within our truncation, such as the order of the transition line between CDW and CDW 3 , or the properties of the corresponding multicritical point. While the QCP of the CDW order is well investigated (see Sect. I), much less appears to be known about the QCP corresponding to CDW 3 order and the corresponding effective field theory.
The case away from half-filling was studied e.g. in Reference 18 by self-consistent mean-field theory. Our fRG results for the spinless fermion model on the honeycomb at chemical potential µ = 0 will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
we are interested in ground-state properties, we make a static approximation for the vertex function and neglect frequency dependence.
